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Hebrew University scholarships available to lone soldiers.

Love for Israel & Hebrew U. Offer Scholarships to Lone Soldiers
by R. David Weisskopf, chairman
The Love for Israel Relief Fund is proud to
announce our partnership with Hebrew
University to provide scholarships for lone
soldiers returning from Gaza. Operation
Protective Edge began in July after the
kidnapping of three Israeli teens was
followed by a barrage of rockets that
threatened children in every major Israeli
city.
For nearly two months our soldiers had the
mandate to dismantle the terrorist
infrastructure that endangered the lives of
children playing in Israeli parks. Most IDF
soldiers themselves are just 18-21 years old.
Among these soldiers are those who defend
our country without families of their own.
We call these “lone soldiers”.
Among the approximately 6,000 lone
soldiers in the IDF, over 100 are orphans.
Most lone soldiers are immigrants whose

family support systems are far away in other
countries. Orphan lone soldiers are youth
defending our country without any family
support at all. It is because of these orphans
that the Love for Israel Relief Fund aids the
larger population of lone soldiers.
This most recent conflict in Gaza was
especially traumatic for lone soldiers.
Nobody anticipated that terrorists would
force children to fight their battles for them
and act as human shields. Oftentimes lone
soldiers found themselves in heartwrenching battles where young children
were firing machine guns at our troops while
full-grown terrorists cowered behind the
little children.
Now that these lone soldiers are returning
from such a horrific battlefield, some of
them qualify to study at Hebrew University.
The Love for Israel Relief Fund is proud to

partner with Hebrew University to provide
scholarships for these lone soldiers. We
consider them to be our adopted family.
We believe our adopted family of lone
soldiers deserve the best eduction without
financial worries. Not only is Hebrew
University Israel's top university, it is among
the world's top 25 universities. After
bravely defending our families under such
harsh conditions, these scholarships are the
least we can do to show love for our adopted
lone soldiers.
The Love for Israel Relief Fund invites
you to join our partnership with Hebrew
University and adopt lone soldiers with
these important scholarships. These
scholarships help lone soldiers turn their
recent traumas around and begin their
journeys to successful careers. On behalf of
these lone soldiers, thank you for your love
of Israel.

Our Holiest work is advocating on behalf of
at-risk Israeli children. This not only saves
lives, it also saves over 90% on taxes and
donations. A growing number of our
national leaders from across the social and
political spectrum are responding positively
to our exhortations on behalf of these little
treasures from Heaven. Your support
empowers us to give a voice to children who
cannot speak out for themselves.
Delivering hope is an ongoing project that
delivers aid to needy children in Israel.
Expenses for the delivery vehicle are $500
per month. This allows us to pick up and
deliver up to $100,000 in aid per delivery.
You can also sponsor deliveries for one
month or more with a sponsor sign on the
delivery vehicle for your sponsored
deliveries. Donations designated
“delivering hope” will be applied to
operational costs of the delivery vehicle.
Special events, like weddings and bar
mitzvahs, happen year round for hundreds of
at-risk kids and needy young adults in Israel.
Donations designated “special events” will
be set aside for such use.
You can donate online at:
http://love4israel.org/donate.html
On behalf of the Israelis you help - Todah
Robah!

Send checks to:
Love for Israel Relief Fund
1300 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 190-610
Washington, DC 20004

